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Introduction



This chapter explains signal detection theory (SOT) and illustrates the remarkablevariety of problems to which it can be applied. When it was first developed (by the author of this chapter, among others), SOT revolutionized the way we think about the perfonnanceof sensory tasks, by explaining how perfonnancedependsnot only on sensory infonnation, but also on decision processes. The theory also provided ways to disentanglethesetwo aspects of perfonnance- to decompose.or separate the underlying operations into sensory and decision processes and to decidewhether the decision processis optimal, given the sensory infonnation. Now , after four decadesof research , we are led to the surprising conclusionthat , are many taskswe perfonn, in domainsranging &om memory recall to airplanemaintenance analogousto sensorydetection, and can be analyzedwithin the &amework of this theory. SOT assertsthat perfonnancein a discrimination or detection task must be divided into at least two stages. In the first stage, infonnation about some situation is collected; in the second " " is evaluated for decision making. The signal provided by the first stage, this" signal " which is to say, mixed with irrelevant material, and the secondstage stage is often noisy, must evaluatethe noisy signal provided by the first stage. To take a simple example, if an observertries to decidewhether shehearsa faint sound, the messagereachingher brain may be contaminatedby noise, such as the variable soundsof her own pulse and breathing. One . But the observer has consequenceof the noise is that decisionswill sometimesbe wrong ' somecontrol over the errors that she makes. To useJohn Swetss terminology, there are two types of errors: false positives (e.g ., assertingyou heard something when there was nothing there) and false negatives(e.g ., assertingyou did not hear anything when there really was a sound). SOT explains how an observer can reducethe chanceof one type of error, but only at the cost of increasingthe chanceof the other. (Can you seehow a jury verdict might be a falsepositive or a falsenegative error, and how trying to reduceone type of error will affect the chanceof the other?) SOT also predicts how observerswill choose to balancethe two types of errors. SOT has its origins in work on noisy communication systems. Oevices such as radars, radios, and TVs are all susceptibleto electrical interference(one type of noise) and the engineering " " problem was how to determine when there was a signal (e.g ., a radar image of a missile) within the obscuring noise. The big insight for psychology was that all communications systems, whether they be sensory systems, messageswithin the brain, or messages between people, have to deal with noise, particularly when the signal is weak. Early studies on perception showed that in audition and vision, the messagethat reached the brain was indeed noisy. Later studies showed that the retrieval of a weak memory could also be
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desaibed as an attempt to find the signal (memory) in the noise. SHII other studies have shown that a radiologist examining an Xray for evidenceof canceror an airplane technician examining a plane for evidenceof stresscracksfacesa similar situaHon, as Swetsdescribesin this chapter. Other researchshows that SDT can be applied to other important social questions , such as the reliability of blood tests for AIDS. Unfortunately, too few people yet appreciatethe importanceand broad applicability of SDT. The work that Swets has done on many pracHcal problems exemplifies the deep contributions that psychology can make. Swets discusses how a doctor examinesan Xray for evidence of cancer. If you have ever seen an Xray , you know that it presents a vague shadowy image. The doctor's task is to make a decision on the basis of this vague image. This exampleillustratesa property of many decision-making situations. There may be several tell-tale signs of cancerin the Xray , and the doctor must combine this information. Because this is often difficult to do reliably, Swets and his colleagueshave developed computer programs to help doctors in this situation. This applicaHon makesusejointly of the strengths of humans and machines, and is therefore especially interesting in the context of cognitive science.And SDT can makeimportant contributions to many other practicaldecision-making situations. It does not surpriseus that in the 1994 White House policy report Sciencein the ' National Interest , Swetss work on signal detection theory and its applicability in an array of stakes decision high making setHngs was selected to illustrate the importance of basic behavioral scienceresearch. ' Although there is a differencein terminology between Swetss discussionof the decision ' problem in detection and Wickenss discussionof the testing of statistical hypotheses(chap. 12, this volume), you will discover strong similarities.
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13.1.1 Detection , Recognition , and Diagnostic Tasks Detection and recognition are fundamental tasks that underlie most complex behaviors . As defined here, they serve to distinguish between two alternative , confusable stimulus categories . The task of detection is to determine whether a specified stimulus (of category A , say) is present or not . For example , is a specified weak light (or specified weak sound , pressure " " , aroma, etc.) present or not ? If not , we can say that a null stimulus (of category B) is present . The task of recognition is to determine whether
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a stimulus known to be present is of category A or category B. For example , is this item familiar or new? The responses given in these tasks correspond " " 1 " directly to the stimulus categories : the observer says A or ' 8. The task of diagnosis can be either detection or recognition , or both . In the cases of detection and recognition , the focus of this chapter will be on tasks devised for the psychology laboratory , as in the study of perception , memory , and cognition . In the case of diagnosis , the focus here will be on practical tasks, such as predicting severe weather , finding cracks in airplane wings , and determining guilt in criminal investigations . As a specific example of diagnosis , is there something abnormal on this Xray image , and, if so, does it represent a malignant or a benign condition ? Diagnoses are often made with high stakes and, indeed , are often matters of life and death. In the tasks of primary interest , an organism , usually a human , makes observation repeatedly or routinely and each time makes a two - alternative choice based on that observation . Though considered explicitly here only in passing, the ideas of this chapter apply as well to observations (or measurements) and choices made by machines. ' 13.1.2 The Tasks Two Component Processes: Discrimination and Decision Present understanding of these tasks acknowledges that they involve two independent cognitive processes one of discrimination and one of decision . In brief , a discrimination process assesses the degree to which the evidence in the observation (for example , perceptual , memorial , or cognitive evidence ) favors the existence of a stimulus of category A relative to B. A decision process, on the other hand , determines how strong the evidence must be in favor of alternative A (or B) in order to make response A (or B), and chooses A (or B) after each observation depending on whether or not the requisite strength of evidence is met . We may think of the strength of evidence as lying along a continuum from weak to strong and the organism as setting a cutoff along the continuum - a " decision " criterion , such that an amount of evidence above the criterion leads to a response of A and an amount below , to a response of B. The observed behaviors in such tasks need to be separated or IIdecomposed " , so that the discrimination and decision processes can be evaluated separately and independently . We want to measure the acuity of discrimination - how well the observer assesses the evidence - without regard to the appropriateness of the placement of the decision criterion ; and we want to measure the location of the decision criterion - whether strict , moderate , or lenient , say- without regard to the acuity of discrimination . One reason to decompose is that an observed change in behavior may
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reflect a change in the discrimination or the decision process. Another reason is that certain variables in the environment or in the person will have an influence on observed behavior through their effect on the discrimination process while other variables will be mediated by the decision . we want to measure what is regarded as a basic process of Often process discrimination , as an inherent capacity of the individual , in a way that is unaffected by decision processes that may vary from one individual to another and within an individual from one time to another . But as we shall also see, there are instances in which the decision process is the center of attention .



13.1.3 Diagnosing BreastCancerby Mammography: A CaseStudy The detection, recognition, and diagnostic tasks, and the decomposition of their performance data into discrimination and decision processes, are illustrated here by the diagnostic task that faces the radiologist in interpreting X-ray mammograms. Radiological interpretations assessthe strength of the evidenceindicative of breastcancerand provide a basisfor deciding whether to recommend some further action. For our purposes, we shall consider the Xrays as belonging to either stimulus category A , " " " " cancer, or stimulus category B, no cancer ; and the corresponding response alternative to be a recommendation of surgery "to provide" breast tissue for pathology confirmation (i.e., a biopsy) or a no action " " recommendationbecausethe breast is deemed normal as far as cancer is concerned. 13.1.3.1 Readinga Mammogram It will help here to be concrete about how mammogramsare interpreted " " visually (how they are read )- that is, what perceptual features of the image are taken as evidencefor cancer. And later in the chapter, we shall seehow perceptualstudies can improve both the acuity of radiologists in into assessingthose featuresand their ability to combine the assessments a decision. Radiologists look for ten to twenty visible featuresof a mammogram that indicate, to varying degrees, the existence of cancer. A perceptual feature is a well-defined aspector attribute of a mammogramor of some . They fall into three categories: (1) the entity within "the mammogram " " which a mass of , may be a tumor; (2) the presenceof calcifications presence " or sandlike , particles of "calcium, which in" certain configurations are indicative of cancer, and (3) secondarysigns, which are changesin the form or profile of the breast that often result indirectly &om a cancer. are abnormal, all masses , calcifications, and secondary Though " abnormalitiesindicate a cancer while " signs" abnormalities " , benign malignant
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do not . Thus the diagnostic task in mammography is one of detection (is there an abnormality present?) followed by recognition (is a present abnormality malignant or benign ?). Figure 13.1 illustrates some relevant features. Figure 13.la shows a mass, seen as a relatively dark area, located at the intersection of the horizontal and vertical (crosshair ) lines shown at the left and top of the breast. This mass has an irregular shape and an irregular border formed of spiked projections . These two features, of irregular mass shape and irregular border , are highly reliable signs of malignancy . The lower part of the breast image in figure 13.la (above the vertical line at the bottom ) shows some calcifications . These particular calcifications are probably benign because, compared to malignant ones, they are relatively large and scattered. The arrow at the top left of figure 13.la points to two kinds of secondary signs : a slight indentation of the skin and an increased darkness of the skin that indicates a thickening of the skin. Both are indicative of a malignancy . In figure 13.lb , the mass in the center of the image is likely malignant because it has an indistinct or fuzzy border , indicating (as spiked projections do ) a cancerous process spreading beyond the body of the tumor itself . This mammogram also shows some calcifications - which can occur inside of a mass, as they do here, or outside of a mass. Because these calcification are relatively small and clustered , they suggest a malignancy . The mass of figure 13.1c is benign and is, specifically , a relatively harmless cyst . A cyst has a characteristically round or oval shape and a clear and smooth border . I hasten to mention that figure 13.1 gives exceptionally clear examples of malignant and benign abnormalities , to suit a teaching purpose ; in practice , these perceptual features may be very difficult to discern. I wish also to draw a conceptual point from figure 13.1 that is fundamental to detection , recognition , and diagnostic tasks: observers must often combine many disparate pieces of information into a single variable , namely , the degree to which the evidence favors one of the two alternatives in question , category A relative to category B. We can also think of this degree -of -evidence variable as indicating the probability that the stimulus is &om category A . Then the observer who must choose between A and B will set a cutoff , or criterion value , along an evidence continuum viewed as a probability continuum - in effect , along a scale from 0 to 100. A cutoff at 75, say, means that the probability that the stimulus is an A must be 0.75 or greater (and that the stimulus is a B, 0.25 or less) for the observer to choose A . As indicated earlier and developed in more detail later , the evidence may be complex - it may " " contain many variables , or many qimensions - but , for purposes of a two alternative A or B response, it is best to boil the evidence down to
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one dimension, namely, the probability of one alternative relative to the other. 13.1.3.2 Decomposing Discriminationand DecisionProcess es There is a need to measurethe fundamentalacuity of the Xray mammogram technique, that is, to measureprecisely and validly how well this technique is able to separateinstancesof cancer, on the one hand, from instancesof benign abnormality or no abnormality, on the other. We desire a quantitative measureof acuity that is independentof (unaffected by ) the degreeto which any or all radiologists are inclined to recommend a biopsy. Several parties wish to know in general terms how accurate Xray mammography is so that it can be fairly compared to alternative diagnostic techniques, for example, physical examination (palpation), and the other available imaging techniquesof ultrasound, computerized axial " " tomography ( CAT scans or CT), and magnetic resonanceimaging (MRI or MR ). Hospital administrators and insurers, as well as physicians and " " patients, wish to use a techniquethat is cost-effective, one that provides the best balanceof high acuity and low cost. They need to appreciatethat the acuity of diagnostic imaging techniquesis fundamentally determined and set by the limitations of the technology as well as the perceptual abilities of the interpreter, whereasthe decisioncriterion may tend to vary somewhat from one technique to another, and, indeed, can be adjusted by agreement. Moreover, agenciesthat certify individual radiologists for know how acute the mammography technique is in each practice must ' s hands , irrespectiveof decision tendencies. practitioner Similarly, there is a need to know quantitatively how individual radiologists set their respectivedecisioncriteria, and how the professiongenerally sets its criterion, for recommending biopsy. A very lenient criterionrequiring only a little evidence to recommendbiopsy (e.g., 5 on" a 100 " point scale) might be adopted in order to identify correctly, or find, a large proportion of existing cancers. And , in fact, radiologists do set very lenient criteria in reading mammograms , with the idea that early detection of cancerreducesthe risk of fatality . There are constraints, however, on how lenient the decision criterion can be. A lenient criterion will serve to find a large proportion of existing cancers, but, at the same time, it will lead to many recommendations of biopsy surgery on noncancerous breastsand thus increasethe number of patients subjectedunnecessarily to suchsurgery. Radiologistsread mammogramsin two different settings, which require different placementsof the decision criterion. In a " screening" setting, nonsymptomatic women are given routine mammograms(every year or every few years), and the proportion of such women actually having cancer is low , about 2 in 100 (Ries, Miller , and Hankey 1994). In a
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" referral"



setting, on the other hand, patients have some symptom of cancer, perhapsa lump felt in the breast. Among such patients, the proportion having canceris considerably higher, about 1 in 3. I suggestlater that a rather strict criterion is appropriate to the screeningsituation and a rather lenient criterion is appropriate to the referral situation. It is clear, in any case, that biopsy surgery is expensivefinancially and emotionally so that unnecessarysurgery needs to be curtailed. In fact, a large number of unnecessarybiopsy recommendationscan beunmanageableaswell asundesirable.As the government health agenciesadvisemore women to undergo routine, annual mammograms, and as more women comply, the number of pathologists in the country may not be large enough to accommodatea very lenient biopsy criterion. One way to measurethe criterion in this caseis by the fraction of breast biopsies that turn out to confirm a cancer: the " yield" of biopsy. In the United States the yield varies from about 2/ 10 to 3/ 10; approximately 2 or 3 of 10 breastsbiopsied are found to have cancer(Sickles, Ominsky, and Sollitto ' 1990). Englands physiciansgenerally use a stricter criterion; their biopsy yield is about 5/ 10 (unpublisheddata from the UK National BreastScreening Centers, 1988- 1993). 13.1.4 Scopeof This Chapter Although , in using mammographyas a casestudy, I have tried with continual referencesto make new terms concrete, it will be necessaryto treat the detection, recognition, and diagnostic tasksin formal terms, both to reflect their generality and to show how their performancedata can be analyzed into discrimination and decision processes. Section 13.2 shows how two variablesconsideredin the previous discussionof mammographythe proportion of cancerousbreastsrecommendedfor biopsy and the proportion of noncancerousbreastsrecommendedfor biopsy- are the basis for separating and measuring the two cognitive processes. More generally , the variableswill be consideredas the proportion of times that response A is given when stimulus A is presentand the proportion of times that responseA is given when stimulus B is present. To show the interplay of thesevariablesin defining measuresof acuity and the decision criterion , section 13.2 takesan excursioninto a theory of signal detection that is based on the statistical theory of decision making. Section 13.3 then shows how both the theoretical ideas and the measuresof discrim.ination and decision performancecan be representedsimply and compactly in a single graph. Section 13.4 presentsbriefly some examplesof successfulseparationof the two cognitive processes- examplestaken from psychological tasksof perception and memory and from the practical tasks of polygraph lie
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detection, information retrieval, and weather forecasting. With that additional motivation, section 13.5 returns to theory and measurementin order to reinforce the main conceptsvia a dice game that you are invited to playas a calculationalexercise. Section 13.6 briefly describesthe theory of how several observations may be combined for each decision- much as the radiologist examines several perceptual features of a mammogram- in order to increasediscriminat acuity. Section 13.7 then shows how the radiologists can be certain aids to help them attend to the most significant perceptual given features, to assessthose features better, and to better merge those individual feature assessmentsinto an estimate of the probability that cancer is present; and how theseaids improve performanceby simultaneouslyand substantially increasing the proportion of cancersfound through biopsy while decreasing the proportion of normal breasts recommended for ' biopsy. Ways of setting and monitoring the radiologist s decision criterion are also discussed . Section 13.8 treats briefly another practical example, that of human inspectors using certain imaging techniquesto detect cracks in airplane structures. Data are presented on the state of the art that dramatically illustrate the need for separatingdiscrimination and decision processes, in order to increaseacuity and to set appropriate decision criteria- a need that remainsto be appreciatedin the materials-testing field. Finally, section 13.9 gives a historical overview, describing how in the 1950s the relevant theory was taken into psychology from statistics, where it applied to testing statistical hypotheses (Wald 1950), via engineering , where it applied to the detection of radar and sonar signals (Peterson, Birdsall, and Fox 1954), to replace a century-old theory of an essentially fixed decision criterion, equivalent to sensory and memory thresholds(Green and Swets 1966). The diverse diagnostic applicationsof the theory, growing &om the 1960son, were basedoriginally on psychological studies showing the validity of the theory for human observersin simple sensory tasks( Tannerand Swets 1954; Swets, Tanner, and Birdsall 1961). 13.2 Theory for Separating the Two Processes 13.2.1 Two -by -Two Table The statistical theory for separatingdiscrimination and decision processes is basedon a two -by -two table, in which data from a task with two stimuli and two responsesappearas counts or frequenciesin cells of the table. As shown in table 13.1, the stimulus alternatives (cancerand normal) are representedat the top of the table in two columns, and the response
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Table 13.1 The two-by-two tableof stimulus(truth) andresponse (decision ). showingthe four possible decisionoutcomes . ( Truth
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